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Abstract
Esports has been an explosive business especially with the current pandemic situation,
it is rising to unparalleled levels of popularity as everything is going digital, Riot Games’
League of legends, which is considered one the most played video games right now
with 27+ Million players per day and 115 Million over a month, checks many boxes
where value can be obtained.[12]
The general idea is that the game has a ranked ladder system, where players are
evaluated by their win to lose ratio which is influenced by their skills in-game, each
individual game performance counts towards the win or lose outcome. When looking at
the general distribution of league of legends players, we will find that out of 9 available
ranked divisions in the game, only 13.373% of the players are in the top 4 divisions, the
remaining 87% is in the remaining divisions.[13]
This is what we’re essentially looking into, and in order to do that we will go through the
game data which includes compiling it first through API calls to Riot public endpoints,
once the data is compiled, cleaning and pre-processing will commence, the expectation
here is to have a data set ready to analyze that enables us to look for attributes that
decisively tell us what is causing the winner to win and the loser to lose and finally
applying an appropriate model to predict the outcome of the games.
Keywords: esports; League of Legends; Logistic Regression; Analytics; Machine
Learning; MOBA; MOBA Games; Game Analytics; Individual Performance; Data
Analytics
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1 Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Introduction
League of Legends is a multiplayer online battle arena game (MOBA), where two teams
of five champions each compete to destroy the other team’s base, in every game a
player has a choice of a champion out of 155 champions in total and every player is
required to fulfill a specific role in the team, the roles are Top, Jungle, Middle, Bottom
and Support. These roles vary in what needs to be done, Top role is usually a tough
solo fighter that works well when picking out high damage enemy team members,
Jungle role relies on neutral monsters for leveling up and stalks all the lanes to help
team mates gain an advantage, a Jungle also plays a major role in securing major
neutral monsters like the Baron and Dragon, Middle role is for high burst damage
champions that can single handedly take out an enemy squishy target, Bottom role
focuses on gathering gold as fast as possible so that it will enable dealing high amounts
of damage at later stages of the game, Support is considered the guardian of the team
and the role mostly consists of protecting the team, keeping the members alive and
setting up situations to win team fights and eventually win the game, each team has
base and the win is achieved by the a team when they destroy the opposing team’s
base.[22]

Figure 1 - League of Legends Map
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1.1.1 Problem Statement
Ranked queue in League of Legends is a very competitive match making system, with
plenty of cosmetic rewards to players who reach higher divisions, such rewards they
use to display along their account as a golden frame for example, or an exclusive
champion skin for reaching a specific division, there’s also a ladder for each region
where anyone can see who’s ranked as number one in every respective region, highly
performing players end up being recruited to organizations that dedicate what is called a
“Gaming house” for players of a team of 5 to practice together and participate in the
game’s famous World championship. With that in mind and considering the low
percentage of players who are in the lower side of rankings, we have a sizable number
of players who would need a solution that can be in the form of tips, advice,
comparisons and game play analysis which can be provided in the form of exploratory
data analytics and machine learning to offer live prediction of how their stats are
influencing the outcome of the game.
1.1.2 Problem Background
The problem stemmed from numbers and stats reflecting the distribution of players in
the game and how it shows that there’s a huge portion of players at the lower end of the
spectrum, which presented the idea to address these players problem and try to help
them improve their in-game skill by comparing their stats and identifying where they can
improve, which leads to more wins, enjoying the game more and making the players
less likely to stop playing.

1.2 Project Goals
The definition of this project is to look into real data of highly skilled individuals in the
competitive scene of League of Legends and attempt to analyze and look for key
components, features and attributes that distinguish mentioned individuals and enables
them to play the game at a high level. The goal is then achieved by matching this data
against lower skilled individuals and identifying the deltas, eventually coming up with
recommendations, suggestions and advice for these low skilled players, specially
tailored to each individual according to their historical game data.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this study is to identify discrepancies between League of Legends players on
both ends of the spectrum in order to find key points that would help unsuccessful
League of Legends players close the gap and achieve more success in the game.
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1.4 Research Methodology
The main goal is to analyze a collection of Boolean, numerical and categorical attributes
to understand our data sets, we’re also dealing with two data sets from different player
pools, the employed methodology consists of tools utilized at different stages as follows:
-

Data collection or Formulation:
o PowerShell: A scripting language based on .NET which can be used for
calling API’s provided by the game developer, it will mutate the responses
from those APIs, convert them from JSON and fill them in comma
separated values cumulatively with each API call, throughout the process
columns and attributes are also created to formulate the entirety of the
data set.[14]

-

Pre-Processing, EDA & Machine Learning:
o RStudio: An application that utilizes R Language which is used to import
the data sets resulting from the previous stage, run extensive
reprocessing on data attributes, exploratory data analysis, visualizations
and finally run machine learning algorithms to predict the outcome of a
game.
o Utilization of BigML Platform to fit, evaluate and compare Machine
Learning Models.[15]

1.5 Limitations of The Study
While the research presents good insight into the problem and offers solutions, it’s yet
to discover all of the attributes offered from the game developer’s APIs, with that in mind
there are things that are perhaps yet to be explored which might have an influence on
the results and consolidate the findings.
The issue of null values of data for attributes that reflect in game stats fluctuation
presents a limitation which had to be mitigated by removing said values.
The amount of time required to formulate the data from API calls which was 13 hours of
code running time on average, which was mainly due to the limitations on the API Key
type provided from the Riot Games for a personal, non-production project. Starting the
data set with 458 attributes, such a number proved very difficult to work with and
required plenty of tedious work in preprocessing, visualization and model fitting steps.
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2 Chapter 2 - Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This section discusses the related work done on this topic or with varying relevance to
this topic, it is relatively new with most literature coming after the widespread of the
game and the huge increase in the player base.
Young Ji Kim et al, presented a study with regard to collective intelligence on
competitive team-based games like league of legends, the hypotheses mentions that in
order to be competitive, a player needs to use cognitive skills, memory, attention,
problem solving and decision making on individual level, they also need to work as a
team to be able to win a game. The author proceeded with four hypotheses that
included collective intelligence and game performance, temporary versus lasting teams,
women and social perceptiveness and finally communication processes and CI. The
end goal of the research was to examine if CI is predictive of performance in highly
virtual teams and looking into the individual and group factors that are influencing the
outcome. The use case where the research was applied was on competitive online
video games, namely league of legends, it utilized regression model comparisons of ingame stats and metrics. The author concluded that the study presented concrete
elements that can be integrated into online games to help improve collaborative team
experience and improve players abilities and their overall collective team
intelligence.[17]
My´slak and Deja did an interesting study on the same genre of games, where they
proposed a match making system in league of legends that takes into consideration of
player’s preferences and desired roles in game, it’s mentioned that before a match
begins, during the queue that leads up to the match, players choose a champion of
choice, sometimes worse player get to choose their champions in the last place, hence
making them more vulnerable for a bad champion pick as their skill is not high enough
to maintain decent levels of play on different champions. It is noted that this
phenomenon is especially existing in low divisions of the game as they are limited with
knowledge of the game and the abilities of more than 100 champions, accordingly they
are able to play all positions on the same level.
The authors analyzed ranked games by looking at players history and identifying the
patterns where players got the roles they selected, then aggregated the data for 2000
test games and fitted a logit model, it and confirm their assumption of increased positive
outcome prediction in the likelihood of players getting the roles they wanted in a game.
It was concluded that the advantages from the proposition are improvement of user
experience with no compromise on other factors, the players won’t know the system is
implemented yet their match making quality would automatically improve.[18]
Maymin proposed a system that utilizes game objective stats and some individual
player stats to evaluate the probability of winning or losing games, this system is built
using an application developed with in-game hooks and riot APIs, it relies on logistic
regression for prediction which has similarities in the approach we’re doing in this study,
it also generates new stats by utilizing existing stats fetched from Riot APIs and is then
13

mutated which creates new values that are used in the prediction at different stages in
the game divided by early, mid and late game categories.[19]
Kokkinakis et al wrote an journal that looked into analysis of data from Riot Games that
included player names from all different regions since November 1st, 2012, the goal
was to analyze the relationship between age, names and their effect on the social
interactions in the game, social interactions were evaluated by the reporting and
honoring system present in-game, where a player gives feedback of his experience
after the game as a positive or a negative experience, it was found that players with
antisocial player names have a significantly high report rate and low honor rate in
comparison to non-antisocial player names. It was also found that as the player age
increases the number of negative interactions decreases and conversely the number of
positive interactions increases. This is an indirect reason to the problem we’re trying to
solve where younger aged are more vulnerable to anti-social behavior caused by
negative experiences in the game, experiences that the study aims to fix. The journal
concludes that video games indeed provide massive amounts of information that can be
utilized to analyze cognitive and physiological behaviors.[8]
Another article by Kokkinakis et al. approached this topic with two studies, study one
uses raw fluid intelligence scores and player ranks, study two uses performance as a
function of age. In conclusion, the difference in skill between players is common in
strategy type games, league of legends is a strategy type game and intelligence is
associated heavily with the performance of an individual in the game. other studies
showed that intelligence and in-game performance does not necessarily decide a
player’s performance based on intelligence, but rather the ability of the player to absorb
information in game and the player’s learning rate is influenced by intelligence, which in
turn would affect the overall performance.[7]
Hall et al, wrote a journal that looks into the effect of the matchmaking system in league
of legends, the duration of the wait time before a player is placed into a game with
similarly skilled players and how this system creates enjoyable games for the players, it
concluded that waiting times rise as the overall rank of the players queuing is higher, it
also reports that the main factor that affects the outcome of a game is player skill, player
skill can be influenced by the team members skill as well, it also mentions that players
enjoy games if their team is better or they’re winning or that the game is even and
challenging. generally even games are rated highly in terms of enjoyability, but the
analysis shows about 70% of games are even and 30% uneven, it is suggested that this
ratio can be improved by improving the matchmaking system, but then again, the
existence of uneven games can help players identify problems and face new challenges
to improve their skill level.[9]
Sun, Y wrote a journal that studied a sample of 111 league of legends players, it
categorized them into three factors that include achievement, socialization and
immersion, it looked to analyze the demographics and the skills of these players to try
and sort them by the factors to determine their drive or what factors more into their time
in league of legends, The study did show how players aged from 19-21 have higher
motivation than older players and players who play the game for more than 16 hours
per week have strong social motives than other groups. It also concluded that amongst
14

male players, achievement factors were higher for male players than female players,
the study did not detect huge differences in socialization between males and females,
immersion factors were not very influential in the results.[10]
Kou et al, wrote a journal which runs a study based on interviews with 16 league of
legends players distributed over multiple ranked divisions, the aim of the study was to
identify the players practices within the game and how they narrate their in-game
experiences and try to examine the collaborative and competitive culture within the
game. the study had many findings like formation of social stratification and stereotypes
where players refer to peers in the game by the rank or the division they’re in, hence the
rank becoming an important describing factor of players, these stereotypes circle
around each division where every division i.e Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, etc has a
different set of traits for the players in them. It also found that players reaching higher
ranks gives them a sense of pride and achievement, that showed in how players would
describe themselves to other players and mention their high rank in the process and be
acknowledged for it. Lastly, the study found that the ranking system created a sort of
hierarchy of learning, where lower skilled players would seek advice from a specific high
ranked player or a professional player due to the concept that if he’s in that division then
he must be doing the right things, accordingly his advice would be on the mark.[11]
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3 Chapter 3 - Project Description
The project is an attempt to analyze and compare in game data for two different player
pools, then use the conclusion as insight into the reasons of differences between those
pools, then a selected model is applied to the data to check for the possibility of
predicting game outcomes while the games are still in progress in addition to analyzing
feature importance as concluded by the selected model.
The project is split into six phases following Cross Industry Standard Process for Data
Mining (CRISP-DM) Methodology, we first lay down the business perspective, what are
the goals of our project and where is it originating from? next we look into the data
ready at hand and what is needed for it to be ready, what does it consist of and how can
it help with solving the business case ? the third phase is data preparation and data
analysis to try and understand this data from a technical perspective and identify it’s
value for the business case, the fourth and fifth phases are modeling, evaluating and
comparing multiple machine learning algorithms to conclude and decide on the best
algorithm, finally we conclude our findings and provide recommendations for how to
move forward with deployment.
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4 Chapter 4 - Data Analysis
4.1 Data
Data is historical game data for all players in each game, it reveals stats of each player
in every game in addition to cumulative team-based stats as well, it is also in two sets,
one data set is for high ranked players, from Challenger, Grandmaster and Master
divisions, the second data set is for low ranked players, from Bronze, Silver and Gold
divisions. Both data sets are identical in number of attributes, however the number of
games in each is slightly different.

4.2 Sources of Data
The data source is the game developer’s provided APIs, such APIs require a sequential
approach to formulate the data as follows:
-

Player Ids are populate using three separate APIs distinguishing the three top
divisions, all of the output is then put together in one array.

-

A loop is used to fetch the last 100 game Ids for each of the 300 players from
each division, all of the game ids are then put together in one array.

-

Another loop of roughly 30,000 game ids is created to call a new API that
responds with each game ID details, stats for every player that’s in that game,
this output is heavily pre-processed using PowerShell to mutate it’s JSON form to
CSV and identify many attributes and have them formed into the resulting data
set which is then exported to a local directory as a csv file. that’s later used in
RStudio to initiate exploration, pre-processing and visualization.

-

The above steps a re-run again for the lower division players, namely Bronze,
Silver and Gold, to generate a similar data set with same dimensions.

The data requires extensive cleaning, some attributes are not uniform, and it’s expected
to have a lot of missing values, the data is still reliable as it is directly generated from
the actual game, it offers a combination of qualitative and quantitative data types.

4.3 Load libraries
Standard R Libraries are used for the purpose of this research, which are as follows:
-

Dplyr: An R library used for manipulation of data frames, this will help us in
making our data uniform, clean and preprocessed.

-

Ggplot: An R library used for visualizations and comparisons between different
attributes.
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4.4 Load data
Loading the data from Local paths on the running computer, loading both the high and
low divisions data sets and storing them into virtual variables for exploration and
preprocessing, each data set the higher divisions and lower divisions has 19891 and
22372 rows respectively by 458 attributes each.

4.5 Data Dictionary
As the data having 458 attributes, highly important variables are going to be referenced
as follows:
Attribute

Description

t1p1champion ~ t1p10champion

Reference to the champion id being used by the player

p1role

Indicator of the player role in the game

p1lane

the players according to their role move to play around specifi
c lanes on the game map, reflective of their roles

t1p1damageTakenDiffPerMinDeltas10

damage taken by a player at 10 minutes into the game in co
mparison with the opposite laner of the same role

t1p1creepsPerMinDeltas10

Amount of minions a player killed after 10 minutes into the
game

t1p1xpPerMinDeltas10

Amount of experience points a player gained at 10 minutes
into the game

t1p1goldPerMinDeltas10

Amount of gold earned by a player at 10 minutes into the
game

t1p1csDiffPerMinDeltas10

A comparison attribute for minions killed for a player against
the player on the opposing team in the same lane at 10
minutes into the game

t1p1xpDiffPerMinDeltas10

A comparison attribute for experience points gained for a
player against the player on the opposing team in the same
lane at 10 minutes into the game

t1p1win

player wins or lose indicator

t1p1kills

how many kills did the player get

t1p1deaths

how many deaths for the player

t1p1assists

how many assists, assists are a participation into a kill by doi
ng damage to enemy player that was killed

t1p1longestTimeSpentLiving

longest time spent living for a player

t1p1totalDamageDealtToChampions

total damage dealt to champions by this player
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t1p1damageDealtToObjectives

objectives are buildings on the map or neutral monsters that
grant powerups, this is the total damage dealt to such objectives

t1p1visionScore

vision score is indicative of how good the player was in terms
of placing vision wards to help keep better tracking of enemy
movements on the map

t1p1goldEarned

total gold earned by a player

t1p1totalMinionsKilled

total creeps/minions killed by a player

t1p1timeCCingOthers

CC is interruption, stuns, rooting of enemy to prevent them fr
om using their spells, total time the player contributed to stop
ping / interrupting an enemy player in game

t1p1totalTimeCrowd ControlDealt

total time of crowd control done by the player

t1p1visionWardsBoughtInGame

vision wards are placed through out the map by player, they
grant temporary or permanent vision in the placed location, w
hen an enemy
pass through that area in the map he is detected

t1p1wardsPlaced

actual placed wards on the map by the player

gameduration

duration of the game in seconds

baronKills

how many times the Baron was killed

1stbaronkill

boolean true or false for each team reflecting who killed the
baron first
how many towers were destroyed per team

towerKills
1sttowerkill
dragonKills
1stdragonkill
riftHeraldKills
1striftherald

boolean true or false for each team reflecting who got
destroyed a tower first
how many times the dragon was killed
boolean true or false for each team reflecting who killed a
dragon first
how many times the rift herald was killed
boolean true or false for each team reflecting who killed a rift
herald first

Table 1 - Data Dictionary

4.6 Analysis
4.6.1 Dataset
From first glance, the data set has a huge number of attributes which is 458, so
reprocessing will be lengthy and repetitive in order to achieve a minimal number of
attributes with highest influence on our target response feature.
4.6.2 Summary
The data set has Boolean and numerical attributes as well as categorical factor
attributes, it also has different attributes like tier, platformId, gameId, champion, queue,
season, timestamp, role, lane, summonerLevel, accountId, leaguePoints, rank, wins,
loss, veteran, inactive, freshBlood, hotStreak, tier and summonerName. those attributes
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are specific to the player’s match history and it’s not reflective of the actual game
statistics that were recorded during the game, accordingly they will be dropped.
We’re left with 24 attributes for each player in the match, out of these attributes, there’s
p1name,p2name,p3name,p4name,p4name,p5name,p6name,p7name,p8name,p9name,
p10name and p1teamid ~ p10teamid, player names are not relevant to our analysis,
and teamid is static throughout the dataset, also it is established that players 1 - 5 are
with teamid 100, players 6-10 are with teamid 200, accordingly we choose to drop those
as well.
In addition to the above, attribute ‘t1p1win’ reflects whether player1 won or lost the
game, there’s another attribute ‘team1win’ that reflects this for the whole team,
accordingly we’ll chose to drop t1p1win through to t1p5win, and t2p6win through to
t2p10win.
4.6.3 Dropped Columns
After dropping the previously mentioned attributes, we end up with 417 attributes in
total, one of those attributes is “gameduration” reflects the length of the game in
seconds, some games end up as a remake or an early surrender due to lack of players,
such games will be filtered out by removed any game that is having value of 250 or less.
## [1] 19707 417
## [1] 21795 417

4.6.4 Data Preprocessing
Every player role is scrambled between players 1 to 5 in teams 1 and 2, the following
reprocessing will aggregate each role across all players, which will make it easier for
comparisons later, this is also a very extensive process that will go through all of the
data in both high and low division data sets to form new features that remap all of data
values that are spread out through the players.
4.6.4.1 Low Divisions dataset
In this section, low divisions data is pre-processed to produce features that resemble
roles stats instead of players stats, meaning: Example below:
t1p1 is for player 1 in team 1, champion is the attribute stat specifying the champion id
-

t1p1Champion: Depending on the value of t1p1lane attribute, will be placed in
t1Junglechampion, t1Middlechampion, t1Topchampion, t1Bottomchampion and
t1Supportchampion.

-

t1p1kills: depending on the value of t1p1lane attribute, will be placed in
t1Junglekills, t1Middlekills, t1Topkills, t1Bottomkills and t1Supportkills.

All of the available attributes for every player on both teams will be processed in the
same way.
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4.6.4.1.1 Creating Role attributes - Team 1
This is the first step in remapping process, where the new role-based attributes are
created and placed in the data set, while storing NA values in them upon creation in
order to identify non-mapped roles at the end of the remapping process, every player
has 34 individual game stats, accordingly 34 attributes per player will be re-mapped,
considering 10 players that will amount to 340 attributes, an example of the created
attributes is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Jungle Role -> t1Junglechampion, t1Junglekills
Middle Role -> t1Middlechampion, t1Middlekills
Top Role -> t1Topchampion, t1Topkills
Bottom Role -> t1Bottomchampion, t1Bottomkills
Support Role -> t1Supportchampion, t1Supportkills

4.6.4.1.2 Team 1 Players
In this section all the players from team 1 of the low divisions data set will be mapped to
their roles, that is t1p1 ~ t1p5, each of these will be looped through 34 times to produce
the remapping an example of the remapping is as follows:
4.6.4.1.2.1 Mapping Player1 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p1lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t1p1assists into
t1Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p1lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝1𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p1lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝1𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p1lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝1𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p1lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p1role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t1p1assists,ll_dfprep$t1Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p1lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p1role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t1p1assists,ll_dfprep$t1Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.2.2 Mapping Player2 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p2lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t1p2assists into
t1Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p2lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝2𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p2lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝2𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p2lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝2𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p2lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p2role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t1p2assists,ll_dfprep$t1Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p2lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p2role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t1p2assists,ll_dfprep$t1Supportassists)
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4.6.4.1.2.3 Mapping Player3 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p3lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t1p3assists into
t1Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p3lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝3𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p3lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝3𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p3lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝3𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p3lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p3role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t1p3assists,ll_dfprep$t1Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p3lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p3role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t1p3assists,ll_dfprep$t1Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.2.4 Mapping Player4 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p4lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t1p4assists into
t1Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p4lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝4𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p4lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝4𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p4lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝4𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p4lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p4role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t1p4assists,ll_dfprep$t1Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p4lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p4role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t1p4assists,ll_dfprep$t1Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.2.5 Mapping Player5 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p5lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t1p5assists into
t1Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p5lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝5𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p5lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝5𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p5lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑝5𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p5lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p5role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t1p5assists,ll_dfprep$t1Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p5lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p5role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t1p5assists,ll_dfprep$t1Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.2.6 Finalizing Team 1 Data
In this section, all the created attributes are then re-converted to their respective data
type, for example: team 1 Jungle champion is an attribute that contains champion ids,
accordingly the ids are considered factors, hence a categorical attribute, similar
approach is done for the remaining roles and every attribute is addressed accordingly
depending on the contained data.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Junglechampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Middlechampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Topchampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Bottomchampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡1𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t1Supportchampion)
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4.6.4.1.3 Creating Role Attributes - Team 2
In this section all the players from team 2 will be mapped to their roles, that is t2p6 ~
t2p10, each of these will be looped through 34 times to produce the remapping an
example of the remapping is as follows:
This is the first step in remapping process, where the new role-based attributes are
created and placed in the data set, while storing NA values in them upon creation in
order to identify non-mapped roles at the end of the remapping process, every player
has 34 individual game stats, accordingly 34 attributes per player will be re-mapped,
considering 10 players that will amount to 340 attributes, an example of the created
attributes is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Jungle Role -> t2Junglechampion, t2Junglekills
Middle Role -> t2Middlechampion, t2Middlekills
Top Role -> t2Topchampion, t2Topkills
Bottom Role -> t2Bottomchampion, t2Bottomkills
Support Role -> t2Supportchampion, t2Supportkills

4.6.4.1.4 Team 2 Players
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if player 6 lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of team2 player6 assists
(t2p6assists) into t2Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝6𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Jungleassists)

•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝6𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middleassists)

•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝6𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topassists)

•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p6role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t2p6assists,ll_dfprep$t2Bottomassists)

•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p6role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t2p6assists,ll_dfprep$t2Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.4.1 Mapping Player6 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p6lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t2p6assists into
t2Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝6𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝6𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝6𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p6role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t2p6assists,ll_dfprep$t2Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p6lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p6role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t2p6assists,ll_dfprep$t2Supportassists)
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4.6.4.1.4.2 Mapping Player7 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p7lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t2p7assists into
t2Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p7lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝7𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p7lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝7𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p7lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝7𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p7lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p7role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t2p7assists,ll_dfprep$t2Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p7lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p7role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t2p7assists,ll_dfprep$t2Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.4.3 Mapping Player8 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p8lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t2p8assists into
t2Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p8lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝8𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p8lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝8𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p8lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝8𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p8lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p8role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t2p8assists,ll_dfprep$t2Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p8lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p8role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t2p8assists,ll_dfprep$t2Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.4.4 Mapping Player9 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p9lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t2p9assists into
t2Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p9lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝9𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p9lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝9𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p9lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝9𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p9lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p9role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t2p9assists,ll_dfprep$t2Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p9lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p9role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t2p9assists,ll_dfprep$t2Supportassists)

4.6.4.1.4.5 Mapping Player10 Roles
•
An “IF” condition is written to check the value of pXlane, for example, the below
says that if p10lane equals “JUNGLE” place the value of t2p10assists into
t2Jungleassists, the following points are similar for other lanes.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p10lane==“JUNGLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝10𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Jungleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 <
−𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p10lane==“MIDDLE”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝10𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middleassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p10lane==“TOP”,ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑝10𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p10lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p10role=="DUO_CARRY"),ll_dfprep$t2p10assists,ll_dfprep$t2Bottomassists)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 < −𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒((𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝p10lane==“BOTTOM” &
ll_dfprep$p10role=="DUO_SUPPORT"),ll_dfprep$t2p10assists,ll_dfprep$t2Supportassists)
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4.6.4.1.4.6 Finalizing Team 2 Data
In this section, all the created attributes are then re-converted to their respective data
type, for example: team 2 Jungle champion is an attribute that contains champion ids,
accordingly the ids are considered factors, hence a categorical attribute, similar
approach is done for the remaining roles and every attribute is addressed accordingly
depending on the contained data.
•
•
•
•
•

ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Junglechampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Middlechampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Topchampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Bottomchampion)
ll_dfprep𝑡2𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛 < −𝑎𝑠. 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑙𝑙𝑑 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝t2Supportchampion)

4.6.4.2 High Divisions dataset
The same pre-processing phase explained in the previous section is applied for the high
divisions data set that includes game stats data for the players in Challenger, Grand
Master and Master divisions. Similarly, the process will create new features for each
role in the game and remap every player attribute according to the player role in the
game.
4.6.4.3 Unclassified Roles
We can see in the data that there are unclassified roles for players, there’s also a
pattern in which if there’s a player with an unclassified role, the rest of the players in the
whole game have unclassified roles as well, this may cause a problem as it will
negatively impact the analysis after the mapping that was done in the previous step,
accordingly the analysis will proceed and later the unclassified roles will be removed.
4.6.4.4 Missing Values Treatment
As we have mapped all the player roles to new attributes and features, we’ll drop all the
player attributes we processed to produce these results, this to reduce size and make
the data manageable, these attributes are denoted with tXpY(attributename), anything
with the same format is dropped.
In addition to that, we have a lot of missing values originating from DiffPerMinDetlas30 ,
DiffPerMinDetlas20 and DiffPerMinDetlas10 , they’re not uniform and will impact the
analysis negatively, even though their value, if available might give us a good
perspective how the player’s stats fluctuate in the course of the game from 0-10
minutes, 10-20 minutes and 20-30 minutes intervals, to conclude and due to the lack of
a feasible solution, these attributes will be dropped. Eventually we’ll end up with 176
attributes, which is a great improvement when compared to the earlier reading of 458
attributes on the raw data set.
## [1] 19707 176
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4.6.4.5 Post Pre-processing
The data still has a relatively large number of attributes, what was done was a collection
of steps to make the data more uniform and easier to address for the purpose of the
analysis, that is in summary by the following steps:
•
•
•
•

Dropping non-relevant attributes, namely individual nongame related attributes
Remapping player attributes to become role-based attributes.
Dropping the analyzed attributes that were used to create the role-based attributes.
Dropping unclassified roles, noted by “NONE” in the data set and storing the output
in a new data frame for later use in algorithm fitting.
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4.6.5 Game Objectives Analysis
4.6.5.1 Team Attributes Analysis
Team attributes are the attributes in the data set that reflect outcomes of the team as a
whole, unlike role based or player-based attributes within the team, the below analysis
is a comparison of each attribute against the response feature for both high level and
low-level player data sets, in order to look for insights that indicate differences between
the two categories of players.
4.6.5.1.1 Game Duration vs Response Feature
Game duration, for the quantity of games in lower or higher divisions, as observed in the
below graphs, we can see that the only difference is that higher division players are able
to close games faster than lower division players.

Figure 2 - GameDuration Comparison
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4.6.5.1.2 First Baron Kills vs Response Feature
Baron is a neutral monster in the game, it spawns at the 20-minute mark into the game,
it is considered a formidable monster that is difficult to defeat, however it provides
specific boosts that help the team secure objectives easier, a first baron kill is always
considered a big boost, which is apparent in the plot below. it can be observed that
when teams acquire the first Baron, they are more likely to win a game, when looking at
the number of games where a team got the first baron, the ratio to win is higher that
when the first baron was not acquired.

Figure 3 - First Baron Comparison
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4.6.5.1.3 First Dragon Kills vs Response Feature
First dragon kill gives an indication of which team managed to secure the first dragon kill
in the game, it may have an indication on the early game performance of a team, it can
be observed in the plot that indeed a team is more likely to win a game if the first dragon
is secured, the plot also shows relatively similar patterns in both high and low divisions,
while the higher divisions taking the first dragon has lesser impact on the outcome.

Figure 4 - First Dragon Comparison
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4.6.5.1.4 First Tower Kill vs Response Feature
Each team has two in lane towers, towers are considered the first line of defense, upon
destruction of a tower, global gold is distributed to a team, the loss of the tower also
creates more map space for the team to move more freely and control that area of the
map. It appears from the plots that once a team scores the first tower kill the likelihood
of winning is high, also we can see relatively similar patterns in both high and low
divisions.

Figure 5 - First Tower Kill Comparison
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4.6.5.1.5 First Rift Herald Kill vs Response Feature
The Rift Herald is a neutral monster that spawns at 5 minutes into the game, then it is
available for up to 20 minutes into the game, it’s drops a boost that allows the team to
take advantage by spawning the monster on the lane and take down towers faster,
hence obtaining objective control over the map and gaining global gold for whole team,
it is observed in the plots below that acquiring the first herald yields a higher chance of
winning the game, similar patterns can be seen in both divisions.

Figure 6 - First Rift Herald Kill Comparison
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4.6.5.1.6 Total Baron kills vs Response Feature
Total Baron kills is the cumulative amount of baron kills a team did, each time they do
they acquire the boost or commonly known as a buff, accordingly they have more
chances to capitalize on these power moves and secure more objectives like towers,
dragons and inhibitors. it can be observed also that when looking at both higher and
lower divisions, the influence of baron kills is similar, however it’s more apparent in the
higher divisions, we can also see a slightly lesser distribution of baron kills in lower
divisions.

n
Figure 7 - Total Baron Kills Comparison
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4.6.5.1.7 Total Dragon kills vs Response Feature
Dragon kills feature reflects the number of dragons killed by each team, Dragons are
neutral monsters in the game and all team players are rewarded with a permanent
boost to their abilities upon killing a dragon, killing more dragons causes the boosts to
stack up, hence increasing the overall stats of the team and giving a solid advantage
into winning a game. if a team kills 4 dragons, the 4th dragon, referred to as a soul
dragon, provides an even more powerful boost that gives a greater advantage, which
can be seen in the plots below where in a small number of matches teams manage to
reach the 4th dragon and if they do the winning chances are extremely high, what can
also be observed is the discrepancy of the winning or losing density at the lose median
point of killing one dragon, it appears that for higher divisions, they’re less dependent on
the dragon and rely on other factors in the game as opposed to lower divisions, where a
high percentage of games are lost even when getting the first dragon, the same inverse
trend can be observed as we move to the next point horizontally, higher division players
are able to capitalize on the dragons boosts and achieving more wins, as opposed to
lower divisions where the probability of losing or winning at two dragon kills is still
relatively close.

Figure 8 - Total Dragon Kills Comparison
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4.6.5.1.8 Total Tower Kills vs Response feature
Towers are considered the first line of defense, killing towers grants more map control
for jungle role to assist other roles and overall control on the lane where the tower was
destroyed, that being said, the more towers are destroyed the closer the team is to the
inhibitor, naturally it’s required to destroy three towers in a lane to reach and expose an
inhibitor in order to destroy it. It can be seen below that the overlap point is five towers
for higher divisions and six towers for lower divisions, which tells us that again, higher
divisions indeed capitalize faster, work quicker in making decisions to win the game.

Figure 9 - Total Tower Kills Comparison
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4.6.5.1.9 Total Herald Kills vs Response feature
Total herald kills reflect how many times each team killed the herald rift, in these plots
we can see little discrepancy between the divisions, given that the maximum heralds
that can be acquired per game is two, its likely a higher chance of win when achieving
two heralds, however the majority is achieving one only, and when no herald is
achieved, there’s a higher chance to lose the game, it’s interesting to see that in lower
divisions the impact is slightly less than it is in higher divisions, reflecting the reliance of
higher division players on the rift herald, as it’s considered a core objective to capitalize
and destroy towers and gain lane control.

Figure 10 - Total Rift Herald Kills Comparison
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4.6.5.2 Player / Role Attributes Analysis
Player attributes represent the players within a team, in here we’ll be looking at roles of
the 5 players of each team and what’s their impact on winning or losing the game, these
attributes vary, as we did in the pre-processing, we remapped every player multiple
roles into a single column, accordingly we have Jungle, Middle, Top, Bottom and
Support
4.6.5.2.1 Jungle Role Analysis
This section is a thorough analysis for stats of the Jungle role in the game for both
higher and lower division Jungle.
4.6.5.2.1.1 Jungle Kill to Death Ratio vs Response Feature
KD Ratio is a common indicator of how the player did in the game depending on role,
considering the number of the player’s kills, deaths & assists, which are combined into
one single feature following the below equation -> 𝐾𝐷𝐴 = ( 𝐾𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 + 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 ) / 𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠
It can be observed below how the main difference seen between high and low divisions
for Jungle KDA is the overall median, win and lose medians differ, while a small
difference is shown in lose median, the win median in higher divisions is bigger, this
tells us that it’s rather more difficult to win with the same KDA achieved at lower
divisions, it also reflects that the overall KDA in higher divisions is higher even with
shorter game times, reflecting better utilization of game factors.

Figure 11 - Jungle Kill Death Assists Ratio Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.2 Jungle Total Gold vs Response Feature
In game gold can be accumulated through killing in-lane minions, neutral monsters,
objectives like towers and inhibitors or through kills and assists of other team players,
the below shows gold distribution across all jungle players in all matches for the high
and low divisions on both teams. below graphs show us that higher divisions Jungle
players lose and win medians are smaller, this tells us that with less gold the players are
still able to achieve objectives to win the game, this can be related to factors we’re yet
to explore like the experience of the players for example, which is compensated in lower
divisions where players tend to accumulate bigger gold leads but not effectively
capitalizing on the gold lead in order to win games.

Figure 12 - Jungle Gold Earned Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.3 Jungle Time Spent Living vs Response Feature
Time Spent living in seconds is an indicator of how long a player stayed alive in games,
the bigger the number, the less likely the player died in game, in general the bigger the
number is an indication of something good, dying less means the other team does not
get gold rewards, it also means the player is available and making use of his alive time
to gain gold, experience or map control. the below shows total time spent living across
all jungle players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we can see the numbers
for higher divisions are higher, reflecting that they die less than lower divisions.

Figure 13 - Jungle Time Spent Living Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.4 Jungle Damage to Champions vs Response Feature
Damage to Champions reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy
team’s champions, generally doing damage in skirmishes and fights reflects positively
on the outcome of the fight and consequently the outcome of the game. the below
shows DTC distribution across all jungle players in all matches for the high and low
divisions. the initial observation is the difference where the overall damage is less for
Jungle in higher divisions, this can reflect the findings earlier with regards to game
duration, where in higher divisions the game time is generally shorter as players are
achieving objectives more effectively and hence end up with less overall damage, this
still remains an assumption, since the Jungle role does not heavily prioritize dealing
damage to champions and focuses more on objectives, map control and assisting other
roles in the game, with that perspective we see that higher divisions are doing the right
thing.

Figure 14 - Jungle Damage to Champions Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.5 Jungle Damage to Objectives vs Response Feature
Damage to objectives reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy team’s
objectives, which can include towers, inhibitors and neutral monsters, the higher the
number reflects higher win chances, the below shows DTO distribution across all jungle
players in all matches for the high and low divisions, it can be seen that unlike damage
to champions in the earlier plots, the relationship here is reversed, higher divisions
achieve higher damage to objectives numbers, which indicates more focus on
objectives than it is on killing other champions, which makes sense as achieving
objectives is a cumulative process that ends with winning the game, if there’s slowness
in that process the game may be lost and the enemy team would achieve it first.

Figure 15 - Jungle Damage to Objectives Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.6 Jungle Vision Score vs Response Feature
the below shows vision score across all jungle players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see how both medians for loss and win are higher in higher
divisions, while rated considerably lower in lower divisions, this paired with the max
values achieved in higher divisions in comparison with lower divisions, this discrepancy
tells us that high division players focus more on securing the map and keeping vision
points across it by placing more wards and denying more enemy wards than in lower
divisions which is something lower divisions are clearly lacking, reflecting the lack of
understanding of the jungle role.

Figure 16 - Jungle Vision Score Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.7 Jungle Minions Killed MK Response Feature
the below shows minions killed across all jungle players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see how both medians for loss and win in higher and lower
divisions are similar, also the overlap of win/lose looks precise and it tells us that this
does not or has low impact on our response feature.

Figure 17 - Jungle Minions Killed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.8 Jungle Crowd Control to Others vs Response Feature
Crowd control (CC) is a blanket term used in League of Legends to describe abilities or
spells that remove or diminish the control a target unit has over aspects of itself, such
as being able to cast spells or initiate movement commands. The below shows crowd
control to others done by jungle players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we
can see that the values are slightly lower than what they are in lower divisions, this can
be interpreted in many ways that we cannot confirm unless we do further research into
other game stats, but briefly it can relate to the player’s ability to dodge, avoid crowd
control in higher divisions is higher than that of lower divisions, which leads up to the
difference in numbers where lower division jungle players achieve higher crowd control
scores.

Figure 18 - Jungle Crowd Control to Others Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.9 Jungle Total Crowd Control Dealt vs Response Feature
The below shows total Crowd Control dealt by all jungle players across all matches for
the high and low divisions, we can see the overall total score for every jungle player
here changes and reflects high values for higher division players and by a considerable
margin over lower division Jungle players, this is a reflection of the overall crowd control
dealt by the Jungle player, it tells us that higher division Jungle makes use of their
champion toolkit more effectively and deals more crowd control in general than lower
division Jungle.

Figure 19 - Jungle Crowd Control Dealt Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.10 Jungle Vision Wards Bought vs Response Feature
The below shows vision wards bought across all jungle players in all matches for the
high and low divisions, we can see a clear difference in this specific attribute, where
lower division Jungle rarely buy vision wards, not doing so compromises map and
consequently objective control, the ability to see and counter the enemy and make well
informed decisions.

Figure 20 - Jungle Vision Wards Bought Comparison
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4.6.5.2.1.11 Jungle Wards Placed vs Response Feature
The below shows wards placed across all jungle players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, in similar fashion to the previous plot, we can see higher numbers for
higher divisions, reflecting proper utilization of vision wards, as the previous stat reflects
buying wards only.

Figure 21 - Jungle Wards Placed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2 Middle Role Analysis
This section will address the same analysis done in the previous section but for the
middle role in the game for both higher and lower division middle players.
4.6.5.2.2.1 Middle Kill to Death Ratio vs Response Feature
KD Ratio is a common indicator of how the player did in the game depending on role,
the number of kills, deaths & assists are combined into one single feature following the
below equation KDA = ( Kills + Assists ) / Deaths We can see below how middle players
in higher division have higher win median while the lose median is very close between
the two division groups, this tells us that lower division middle players win with less KDA
than higher divisions, it also reflects that the overall KDA in higher divisions is higher
even with shorter game times, reflecting better utilization of game factors.

Figure 22 - Middle Kill Death Assists Ratio Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.2 Middle Total Gold vs Response Feature
In game gold can be accumulated through killing in-lane minions, neutral monsters,
objectives like towers and inhibitors or through kills and assists of other team players,
the below shows gold distribution across all middle players in all matches for the high
and low divisions on both teams. in similar fashion to the Jungle role analysis, below
graphs show us that higher division middle players lose and win medians are smaller,
as opposed to lower divisions, this tells us that with less gold the players are still able to
achieve objectives to win the game, this can be related to factors we’re yet to explore
like the experience of the players for example, which is compensated in lower divisions
where players tend to accumulate bigger gold leads but not effectively capitalizing on
the gold lead in order to win games.

Figure 23 - Middle Gold Earned Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.3 Middle Time Spent Living vs Response Feature
Time spent living in seconds is an indicator of how long a player stayed alive in games,
the bigger the number, the less likely the player died in game, in general the bigger the
number is an indication of something good, dying less means the other team does not
get gold rewards, it also means the player is available and making use of his alive time
to gain gold, experience or map control. the below shows total time spent living across
all middle players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we can see the numbers
for higher division middle players are higher, reflecting that they die less than lower
divisions, which relatively makes it easier to win games.

Figure 24 - Middle Time Spent Living Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.4 Middle Damage to Champions vs Response Feature
Damage to Champions reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy
team’s champions, generally doing damage in skirmishes and fights reflects positively
on the outcome of the fight and consequently the outcome of the game. the below, in
similar fashion to the Jungle role DTC analysis, shows DTC distribution across all
middle players in all matches for the high and low divisions. the initial observation is the
difference where the overall damage is less for middle players in higher divisions, this
can be a reflection of the findings earlier with regards to game duration, where in higher
divisions the game time is generally shorter as players are achieving objectives more
effectively and hence ending up with less overall damage, this still remains an
assumption, it can also be relative to how the dynamics of the game play out differently
in the two division pools, where higher divisions have less but more effective numbers.
Another observation can be made in light of the Jungle role analysis that the middle role
damage to champions is considerably higher, it tells us the middle role outputs more
damage in general and is usually tasked with executing enemy champions more so than
a Jungle.

Lose median: 14945.5
Win Median: 18703.5

Lose median: 17974.5
Win Median: 22378

Figure 25 - Middle Damage to Champions Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.5 Middle Damage to Objectives vs Response Feature
Damage to objectives reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy team’s
objectives, which include towers, inhibitors, neutral monsters, the higher the number
should reflect higher win chances, the below shows DTO distribution across all middle
players in all matches for the high and low divisions, it can be seen that unlike the jungle
role plots, the pattern here is different, lower divisions achieve higher damage to
objectives numbers, while in the middle role, since our reference is higher division
players, it appears they do not prioritize this damage while being in that role, another
observation can be made with regards to the difference in damage dealt to objectives
between Jungle and middle players across all divisions, where we can see Jungle
having a higher impact on achieving objectives. Also, another observation in light of our
earlier analysis on Jungle is that low division Jungle have much less damage to
objectives in comparison with higher division Jungle, while middle low division players
are much closer in numbers with higher divisions middle players, which reflects the
difference in how low and high division players approach the role of the champion in the
game and what it’s actually supposed to do, eventually leading us to the assumption
that low division players lack understanding of the game roles.

Figure 26 - Middle Damage to Objectives Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.6 Middle Vision Score vs Response Feature
The below shows vision score across all Middle players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see how both medians for lose and win are higher in higher
divisions, while rated slightly lower in lower divisions, this paired with the max values
achieved in higher divisions in comparison with lower divisions, this discrepancy tells us
that high division players focus more on securing the map and keeping vision points
across it. Another observation can be made with regard to the Jungle vision score is
that players in middle role tend to have lower vision scores, while players in Jungle role
achieve higher scores, but an interesting observation can be seen that Jungle vision
scores in lower division is even lower than that of middle role players in higher division,
which again tells us the lack of understanding of roles in game from players in lower
divisions.

Figure 27 - Middle Vision Score Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.7 Middle Minions Killed MK Response Feature
The below shows minions killed across all Middle players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see a fairly small difference in lose and win medians for minions
killed, however we do see a big difference between low division and high division middle
players, this reflects directly on the amount of gold and champion level experience
gained, which in turn translates to items and more power for the middle role player to
achieve its goal of securing kills or outputting high damage to other enemy champions.
This is considered a point of understanding of the middle role, where high division
players clearly focus on achieving higher minions in order to earn gold faster and
execute higher damage outputs and killing enemy champions, hence fulfilling the role’s
purpose.

Figure 28 - Middle Minions Killed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.8 Middle Crowd Control to Others vs Response Feature
Crowd control (CC) is a blanket term used in League of Legends to describe abilities or
spells that remove or diminish the control a target unit has over aspects of itself, such
as being able to cast spells or initiate movement commands. The below shows crowd
control to others done by middle players in all matches for the high and low divisions,
we can see that the values are almost similar or slightly lower than what they are in
lower divisions, however the win and lose medians are identical, we require further data
to deduce a point from this attribute.

Figure 29 - Middle Crowd Control to Others Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.9 Middle Total Crowd Control Dealt vs Response Feature
The below shows total Crowd Control dealt by all middle players across all matches for
the high and low divisions, we can see the overall total score for every middle player
here changes and reflects high values for higher division players and by a considerable
margin over lower division middle players, this is a reflection of the overall crowd control
dealt by the middle player, it tells us that higher division middle players make use of
their champion toolkit more effectively and deal more crowd control in general than
lower division middle players, another thing to note is the huge difference when
compared to players in the Jungle role, reflecting the role placement and how when
emphasized we can confirm the Jungle role difference to that of the middle role and how
higher division players work to capitalize with respect to the role being played, unlike in
lower division players where it seems the numbers are rather general and relatively
close across all roles.

Figure 30 - Middle Crowd Control Dealt Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.10Middle Vision Wards Bought vs Response Feature
The below shows vision wards bought across all middle players in all matches for the
high and low divisions, in almost an identical observation to that of the Jungle role
players, we can see a clear difference in this specific attribute, where lower division
middle players rarely or never buy vision wards, not doing so compromises map and
objective control, the ability to counter the enemy and make well informed decisions.

Figure 31 - Middle Vision Wards Bought Comparison
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4.6.5.2.2.11Middle Wards Placed vs Response Feature
The below shows wards placed across all middle players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, in similar fashion to the previous graphs, we can see higher numbers for
higher divisions, reflecting proper utilization of vision wards, as the previous attribute
reflects buying wards only, this attribute reflects placement of wards on the map.
another observation is the difference between Jungle and middle players, where middle
players in higher divisions have higher numbers of ward placements than that of jungle
players in lower divisions, reflecting again and reenforcing our observation of lack of
understanding for player roles in the game.

Figure 32 - Middle Wards Placed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3 Top Role Analysis
This section will address the same analysis done in the previous section but for the top
role in the game for both higher and lower division top players.
4.6.5.2.3.1 Top Kill to Death Ratio vs Response Feature
KD Ratio is a common indicator of how the player did in the game depending on role,
the number of kills, deaths & assists are combined into one single feature following the
below equation KDA = ( Kills + Assists ) / Deaths, we can see below how top players in
higher and lower divisions have similar lose medians, it also reflects that the overall
KDA in higher divisions is higher even with shorter game times, reflecting better
utilization of game factors, also the gap is smaller when compared to other roles, which
reflects the priorities of top role in higher divisions are different to that of lower divisions.

Figure 33 - Top Kill Death Assists Ratio Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.2 Top Total Gold vs Response Feature
In game gold can be accumulated through killing in-lane minions, neutral monsters,
objectives like towers and inhibitors or through kills and assists of other team players,
the below shows gold distribution across all top players in all matches for the high and
low divisions on both teams. in similar fashion to the jungle and middle role analysis,
below graphs show us that higher division top players lose and win medians are
smaller, as opposed to lower divisions, this tells us that with less gold the high division
players are still able to achieve objectives to win the game, this can be related to factors
we’re yet to explore like the experience of the players for example, which is
compensated in lower divisions where players tend to accumulate bigger gold leads but
not effectively capitalizing on the lead in order to win games.

Figure 34 - Top Gold Earned Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.3 Top Time Spent Living vs Response Feature
Time Spent living in seconds is an indicator of how long a player stayed alive in games,
the bigger the number, the less likely the player died in game, in general the bigger the
number is an indication of something good, dying less means the other team does not
get gold rewards, it also means the player is available and making use of his alive time
to gain gold, experience or map control. the below shows total time spent living across
all top players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we can see the numbers for
higher division top players are slightly higher than what we observed in middle role
analysis, reflecting that they die less than lower divisions, another observation is that
the difference in the gap from middle and top roles tells us that middle players in higher
divisions specifically seem to be doing better than other roles in the same division, so
far the reasons are unknown, further exploration might lead to better understanding.

Figure 35 - Top Time Spent Living Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.4 Top Damage to Champions vs Response Feature
The below, in similar fashion to the jungle and middle role DTC analysis, shows DTC
distribution across all top players in all matches for the high and low divisions. the initial
observation is the difference where the overall damage is less for top players in higher
divisions, this can be a reflection of the findings earlier with regards to game duration,
where in higher divisions the game time is generally shorter as players are achieving
objectives more effectively and hence ending up with less overall damage, , this still
remains an assumption, it can also be relative to how the dynamics of the game play
out differently in the two division pools, where higher divisions have less but more
effective numbers. Another observation can be made in light of the jungle and middle
role analysis that the top role damage to champions is considerably higher, it tells us the
top role outputs more damage in general and is usually tasked with executing enemy
champions more so than a jungle player, the discrepancy between the jungle role
damage to champions in low and higher divisions is an indicator that jungle players in
higher divisions focus less on dealing damage to champions as opposed to roles in
other divisions, at the same time, that does not mean they’re lacking, it’s safe to assume
that jungle players in higher divisions tend to play different builds where they act as a
tank instead of opting for high damage builds, unlike lower divisions, explaining the
difference in that attribute to that specific role.

Figure 36 - Top Damage to Champions Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.5 Top Damage to Objectives vs Response Feature
Damage to objectives reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy team’s
objectives, which include towers, inhibitors, neutral monsters, the higher the number
should reflect higher win chances, the below shows DTO distribution across all Top
players in all matches for the high and low divisions. In similar fashion to the middle
role, we can see a drop in damage to objectives numbers from top role players in both
higher and lower divisions, however it’s not as severe, which tells us that a top player is
likely sharing responsibilities done by jungle and middle players, especially when
looking at the win median numbers and the big gap seen across the roles.

Figure 37 - Top Damage to Objectives Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.6 Top Vision Score vs Response Feature
The below shows vision score across all top players in all matches for the high and low
divisions, we can see how both medians for lose and win are higher in higher divisions,
while rated slightly lower in lower divisions, this paired with the max values achieved in
higher divisions in comparison with lower divisions, this discrepancy tells us that high
division players focus more on securing the map and keeping vision points across it.
Another observation can be made with regard to the Jungle vision score is that players
in top role tend to have lower vision scores, while players in Jungle role achieve higher
scores, but an interesting observation can be seen that Jungle vision scores in lower
division is even lower than that of top role players in higher divisions, which again tells
us the lack of understanding of roles in game from players in lower divisions.

Figure 38 - Top Vision Score Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.7 Top Minions Killed MK Response Feature
the below shows minions killed across all top players in all matches for the high and low
divisions, we can see a fairly small difference in lose and win medians for minions killed,
however we do see a big difference between low division and high division top players,
this reflects directly on the amount of gold and champion level experience gained, which
in turn translates to items and more power for the top role player to achieve it’s goal of
securing kills or having bigger influence on game events like team fights.

Figure 39 - Top Minions Killed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.8 Top Crowd Control Others vs Response Feature
Crowd control (CC) is a blanket term used in League of Legends to describe abilities or
spells that remove or diminish the control a target unit has over aspects of itself, such
as being able to cast spells or initiate movement commands. The below shows crowd
control to others done by top players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we
can see that the values are almost similar or slightly lower than what they are in lower
divisions, this can be interpreted in many ways that we cannot confirm unless we do
further research into other game stats, but briefly it can relate to the player’s ability to
dodge, avoid crowd control in higher divisions is higher than that of lower divisions,
which leads up to the difference in numbers where lower division players achieve higher
crowd control scores.

Figure 40 - Top Crowd Control to Others Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.9 Top Total Crowd Control Dealt vs Response Feature
the below shows total Crowd Control dealt by all top players across all matches for the
high and low divisions, we can see the overall total score for every top player here
changes and reflects high values for higher division players and by a considerable
margin over lower division top players, however it’s slightly less than that of middle or
jungle players, this is a reflection of the overall crowd control dealt by the top player, it
tells us that higher division top players make use of their champion toolkit more
effectively and deal more crowd control in general than lower division top players
Another thing to note is the huge difference when compared to players in the jungle
role, reflecting the role placement and how when emphasized we can confirm the jungle
role difference to that of the top role as well as the middle role, we can also deduce that
there’s a role understanding issue by looking at lower division numbers across all roles,
what should the player in selected role really do?

Figure 41 - Top Crowd Control Dealt Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.10Top Vision Wards Bought vs Response Feature
The below shows vision wards bought across all top players in all matches for the high
and low divisions, in almost an identical observation to that of the jungle and middle role
players, we can see a clear difference in this specific attribute, where lower division top
players rarely or never buy vision wards, not doing so compromises map and objective
control, the ability to counter the enemy and make well informed decisions.

Figure 42 - Top Vision Wards Bought Comparison
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4.6.5.2.3.11Top Wards Placed vs Response Feature
The below shows wards placed across all top players in all matches for the high and low
divisions, in similar fashion to the previous graphs of jungle and middle roles, we can
see higher numbers for higher divisions, reflecting proper utilization of vision wards, as
the previous attribute reflects buying wards only, this attribute reflects placement of
wards on the map. another observation is the difference between jungle and top
players, where top players in higher divisions have higher numbers of ward placements
than that of jungle players in lower divisions, reflecting again and reinforcing our
observation of lack of understanding for player roles by lower division players.

Figure 43 - Top Wards Placed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4 Bottom Role Analysis
This section will address the same analysis done in the previous section but for the
bottom role in the game for both higher and lower division bottom players.
4.6.5.2.4.1 Bottom Kill to Death Ratio vs Response Feature
KD Ratio is a common indicator of how the player did in the game depending on role,
the number of kills, deaths & assists are combined into one single feature following the
below equation KDA = ( Kills + Assists ) / Deaths, we can see below how bottom
players in higher division have higher win median while the lose median is very close
between the two division groups, this tells us that lower division bottom players win with
less KDA than higher divisions. it also reflects that the overall KDA in higher divisions is
higher even with shorter game times, reflecting better utilization of game factors.

Figure 44 - Bottom Kill Death Assists Ratio Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.2 Bottom Total Gold vs Response Feature
In game gold can be accumulated through killing in-lane minions, neutral monsters,
objectives like towers and inhibitors or through kills and assists of other team players,
the below shows gold distribution across all bottom players in all matches for the high
and low divisions on both teams. in similar fashion to the jungle role analysis, below
plots show us that higher division bottom players lose and win medians are smaller as
opposed to lower divisions, this tells us that with less gold the players are still able to
achieve objectives to win the game, this can be related to factors we’re yet to explore
like the experience of the players for example, which is compensated in lower divisions
where players tend to accumulate bigger gold leads but not effectively capitalizing on
the gold lead in order to win games.

Figure 45 - Bottom Gold Earned Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.3 Bottom Time Spent Living vs Response Feature
Time Spent living in seconds is an indicator of how long a player stayed alive in games,
the bigger the number, the less likely the player died in game, in general the bigger the
number is an indication of something good, dying less means the other team does not
get gold rewards, it also means the player is available and making use of his alive time
to gain gold, experience or map control. the below shows total time spent living across
all bottom players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we can see the numbers
for higher division bottom players are higher, reflecting that they die less than lower
divisions which definitely assists in winning games.

Figure 46 - Bottom Time Spent Living Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.4 Bottom Damage to Champions vs Response Feature
the below, in similar fashion to the Jungle, middle and top roles DTC analysis, shows
DTC distribution across all bottom players in all matches for the high and low divisions.
the initial observation is the difference where the overall damage is less for bottom
players in higher divisions, this can be a reflection of the findings earlier with regards to
game duration, where in higher divisions the game time is generally shorter as players
are achieving objectives more effectively and hence ending up with less overall
damage, it can also be relative to how the dynamics of the game play out differently in
the two division pools, where higher divisions have less but more effective numbers.
Another observation can be made in light of the Jungle role analysis that the bottom role
damage to champions is considerably higher, it tells us the bottom and middle roles
output more damage in general and are usually tasked with executing enemy
champions more so than a Jungle.

Figure 47 - Bottom Damage to Champions Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.5 Bottom Damage to Objectives vs Response Feature
Damage to objectives reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy team’s
objectives, which include towers, inhibitors, neutral monsters, the higher the number
should reflect higher win chances, the below shows DTO distribution across all bottom
players in all matches for the high and low divisions. It can be observed here that
bottom players output more damage if we consider the win median number, both in high
and low division groups, whilst when compared with Jungle, they’re still doing less
damage, but when looking at top and middle players, we see bottom role player is
dealing higher damage across the board, this can be explained due to the nature of
bottom role where usually the champion is of high attack speed nature, in return it
outputs higher damage per second to structures/objectives in general, for this specific
plot its clear that higher division bottom players focus more on objectives as well as
champions, which is sensible for the described role as it has a big advantage when
dealing damage to objectives.

Figure 48 - Bottom Damage to Objectives Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.6 Bottom Vision Score vs Response Feature
The below shows vision score across all Bottom players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see how both medians for lose and win are higher in higher
divisions, while rated considerably lower in lower divisions, this paired with the max
values achieved in higher divisions in comparison with lower divisions, this discrepancy
tells us that high division players focus more on securing the map and keeping vision
points across it.

Figure 49 - Bottom Vision Score Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.7 Bottom Minions Killed MK Response Feature
The below shows minions killed across all bottom players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see a fairly small difference in loss and win medians for minions
killed, however we do see a big difference between low division and high division
bottom players, this reflects directly on the amount of gold and champion level
experience gained, which in turn translates to items and more power for the bottom role
player to achieve its goal of securing kills or outputting high damage to other enemy
champions. This is considered a point of understanding of the bottom role, where high
division players clearly focus on achieving higher minions in order to earn gold faster
and execute higher damage outputs and killing enemy champions, hence fulfilling the
role’s purpose.

Figure 50 - Bottom Minions Killed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.8 Bottom Crowd Control Others vs Response Feature
Crowd control (CC) is a blanket term used in League of Legends to describe abilities or
spells that remove or diminish the control a target unit has over aspects of itself, such
as being able to cast spells or initiate movement commands. The below shows crowd
control to others done by bottom players in all matches for the high and low divisions,
we can see that the values are almost similar or slightly lower than what they are in
lower divisions, this can be interpreted in many ways that we cannot confirm unless we
do further research into other game stats, but briefly it can relate to the player’s ability to
dodge, avoid crowd control in higher divisions is higher than that of lower divisions,
which leads up to the difference in numbers where lower division players achieve higher
crowd control scores. Another observation is the difference in the values when looking
at other roles specifically middle, where generally middle and bottom have similar goals
of having high damage output, yet the middle role is having higher crow control scores,
this can be explained by the nature of champions picked in the bottom role where they
mostly lack crowd control abilities.

Figure 51 - Bottom Crowd Control to Others Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.9 Bottom Total Crowd Control Dealt vs Response Feature
the below shows total Crowd Control dealt by all bottom players across all matches for
the high and low divisions, we can see the overall total score for every bottom player
here changes and shows very similar medians in both lower and higher divisions, it tells
us that bottom players regardless of division make use of their champion toolkit in
dealing damage more so than doing crowd control effects, which is true considering the
role of the bottom player. Another thing to note is the huge difference when compared to
players in the jungle role, reflecting the role placement and how when emphasized we
can confirm the Jungle role difference to that of the bottom role. This also tells us that
across divisions this attribute for the bottom role is not very impactful to the analysis due
to the similarities of numbers.

Figure 52 - Bottom Crowd Control Dealt Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.10Bottom Vision Wards Bought vs Response Feature
The below shows vision wards bought across all bottom players in all matches for the
high and low divisions, in almost an identical observation to that of the jungle, middle
and top role players, we can see a clear difference in this specific attribute, where lower
division bottom players rarely or never buy vision wards, not doing so compromises
map and objective control, the ability to counter the enemy and make well informed
decisions.

Figure 53 - Bottom Vision Wards Bought Comparison
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4.6.5.2.4.11Bottom Wards Placed vs Response Feature
The below shows wards placed across all bottom players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, in similar fashion to the previous plots of jungle middle and top roles, we
can see higher numbers for higher divisions, reflecting proper utilization of vision wards,
as the previous attribute reflects buying wards only, this attribute reflects placement of
wards on the map. another observation is the difference between jungle and bottom
players, where bottom players in higher divisions have higher numbers of ward
placements than that of jungle players in lower divisions, reflecting again and reinforcing
our observation of lack of understanding for player roles by lower division players.

Figure 54 - Bottom Wards Placed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5 Support Role Analysis
This section will address the same analysis done in the previous section but for the
support role in the game for both higher and lower division support players.
4.6.5.2.5.1 Kill to Death Ratio vs Response Feature
KD Ratio is a common indicator of how the player did in the game depending on role,
the number of kills, deaths & assists are combined into one single feature following the
below equation KDA = ( Kills + Assists ) / Deaths, we can see below how support
players in higher division and lower divisions are relatively close in KDA when looking at
the lose median, however we see a big gap in win median, reflecting higher assists
done by support players in higher divisions, we can also see more consistency in
maintaining a high KDA in higher divisions, which reflects proper utilization of the
support role in terms of assisting other team members in securing kills.

Figure 55 - Support Kill Death Assists Ratio Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.2 Support Total Gold vs Response Feature
In game gold can be accumulated through killing in-lane minions, neutral monsters,
objectives like towers and inhibitors or through kills and assists of other team players,
the below shows gold distribution across all support players in all matches for the high
and low divisions on both teams. in similar fashion to the analysis of previous roles,
below graphs show us that higher division support players total gold lose and win
medians are smaller, as opposed to lower divisions, this tells us that with less gold the
players are still able to achieve objectives to win the game, this can be related to factors
we’re yet to explore like the experience of the players for example, which is
compensated in lower divisions where players tend to accumulate bigger gold leads but
not effectively capitalizing on the lead in order to win games.

Figure 56 - Support Gold Earned Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.3 Support Time Spent Living vs Response Feature
Time Spent living in seconds is an indicator of how long a player stayed alive in games,
the bigger the number, the less likely the player died in game, in general the bigger the
number is an indication of something good, dying less means the other team does not
get gold rewards, it also means the player is available and making use of his alive time
to gain gold, experience or map control. the below shows total time spent living across
all support players in all matches for the high and low divisions, we can see the
numbers for higher division support players are higher, reflecting that they die less than
lower division players, another observation is the gap between win medians on both
lower and higher divisions, where we see the win median is higher than that of the
higher division players, this tells us that support players in higher divisions win with less
time to live requirements, which is an interesting find and seems to be unique to the
support role as this role tends to be a lower priority target to enemy teams, often easier
to kill and the proper play style is to create opportunities and cause the role player to
have higher chances of dying to effectively do it’s job.

Figure 57 - Support Time Spent Living Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.4 Support Damage to Champions vs Response Feature
the below, in similar fashion to the Jungle, middle, top and bottom roles DTC analysis,
shows DTC distribution across all support players in all matches for the high and low
divisions. the initial observation is the difference where the overall damage is less for
support players in higher divisions, considering the support role nature, damage to
champions is not a priority, which explains much lower numbers in higher divisions,
while lower divisions seem to focus on dealing more damage, which is not a correct
approach and it doesn’t maximize the role’s potential.
Below plots show the Support DTC stats for lower divisions

Figure 58 - Support Damage to Champions Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.5 Support Damage to Objectives vs Response Feature
Damage to objectives reflects the overall damage dealt by a player to the enemy team’s
objectives, which include towers, inhibitors, neutral monsters, the higher the number
should reflect higher win chances, the below shows DTO distribution across all support
players in all matches for the high and low divisions. It can be observed here that
support role players output less damage than all the other roles in the game and by a
considerable margin, and yet again we see lower divisions having higher numbers,
reflecting lack of understanding of the role’s responsibilities.

Figure 59 - Support Damage to Objectives Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.6 Support Vision Score vs Response Feature
The below shows vision score across all Support players in all matches for the high and
low divisions, we can see how both medians for lose and win are higher in higher
divisions, while rated considerably lower in lower divisions, this discrepancy tells us that
high division support players focus more on securing the map and keeping vision points
across it, it’s also notable that this margin in the support role is larger than it is for other
roles, which makes sense as this is a core responsibility of the support role, but we see
this is not reflecting in lower division games, which leads us back to lack of
understanding of roles responsibilities by lower division players.

Figure 60 - Support Vision Score Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.7 Support Minions Killed MK Response Feature
The below shows minions killed across all support players in all matches for the high
and low divisions, we can see how both medians for lose and win in higher and lower
divisions close together, also the overlap of win/lose looks precise and it tells us that
this does not or has low impact on our response feature, it’s worth noting that when
comparing this attribute to other roles we see an inverse in the relationship and find
higher division players outperforming lower divisions, in support role this is not an
important factor, which is properly reflecting in the below plots for both divisions,
however it’s still higher in lower divisions with no clear importance on the outcome.

Figure 61 - Support Minions Killed Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.8 Support Crowd control Others vs Response Feature
Crowd control (CC) is a blanket term used in League of Legends to describe abilities or
spells that remove or diminish the control a target unit has over aspects of itself, such
as being able to cast spells or initiate movement commands. The below shows crowd
control to others done by support players in all matches for the high and low divisions,
we can see that the values are almost similar or slightly lower than what they are in
lower divisions, this can be interpreted in many ways that we cannot confirm unless we
do further research into other game stats, but briefly it can relate to the player’s ability to
dodge, avoid crowd control in higher divisions is higher than that of lower divisions,
which leads up to the difference in numbers where lower division players achieve higher
crowd control scores. Another observation is the difference in the values when looking
at other roles specifically middle, where generally middle and bottom have similar goals
of having high damage output, yet the middle role is having higher crowd control scores,
this can be explained by the nature of champions picked in the bottom role where they
most of the time lack crowd control abilities.

Figure 62 - Support Crowd Control to Others Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.9 Support Total Crowd Control Dealt vs Response Feature
the below shows total Crowd Control dealt by all support players across all matches for
the high and low divisions, we can see the overall total score for every support player
here changes and shows very lower medians in higher divisions, it tells us that support
players close out games while dealing less crowd control. Another thing to note is the
huge difference when compared to players in the jungle role, reflecting the role
placement and how when emphasized we can confirm the jungle role difference to that
of the support role and how overall lower division players try to do everything regardless
of the role played.

Figure 63 - Support Crowd Control Dealt Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.10Support Vision Wards Bought vs Response Feature
The below shows vision wards bought across all Support players in all matches for the
high and low divisions, in almost an identical observation to that of the jungle, middle
and top role players, we can see a clear difference in this specific attribute, where lower
division support players rarely buy vision wards, we can see the curve closing to zero
density when reaching 10 wards in lower divisions, while it’s having the same pattern at
the 20 wards mark in higher divisions, this observation makes sense as the support role
is considered a utility champion that offers the team support in terms of buying vision
wards, placement of the wards over the map, securing enemy vision wards and making
sure the team has eyes on the most important areas of the map, this tells us that wards
are under valued in lower divisions, even when they’re in a support role that’s supposed
to achieve highly in this attribute, so this leads us back to lack of understanding of roles
by low division players.

Figure 64 - Support Vision Wards Bought Comparison
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4.6.5.2.5.11Support Wards Placed vs Response Feature
This is almost mirroring the previous attribute, we can see support players in higher
divisions placing many wards per game, and we notice the distribution is uniform with
minimal values towards the edges, on the other hand lower divisions have a spike at the
zero wards placed point and then it gradually drops. this observation tells us of the
difference in understanding roles and what they do in the game, as a support is clearly
tasked with securing map, objectives, vision through wards, we can confirm this in this
analysis and deduce that lower division players lack knowledge in this point.

Figure 65 - Support Wards Placed Comparison
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4.7 Model Selection and Prediction
In this section we’ll fit multiple models to compare the best one, namely Logistic
Regression, Decision Trees and Random Forests Boosting algorithms, whichever
model performs best is considered as the model of choice, the performance of each
model is evaluated by testing each model on the 20% test data, then taking the average
accuracy of the overall model.
The fitting will include role-based attributes only, as we’d like to know each individual
role attribute importance as we will do the assessment based on that, also, team
attribute analysis will definitely benefit the model performance but for our use case we’d
like to assess role and player specific attributes and understand which has more impact
on the prediction for the outcome of the game, also the rows that have NA values will be
removed in order to have a uniform data set to fit the models.

4.8 Splitting Data
Data is split into training and testing parts with a ratio of 80/20, this is done for both the
high and low divisions data sets. The below table summarizes the final data sets
dimensions.
Dataset
Original Training Testing Columns
HighDivisions
8757
7005
1752
130
LowDivisions
11531
9224
2307
130

Table 2 - Model Fitting Datasets Dimensions

4.9 Logistic Regression
The logistic regression model relies on the logistic function, this function provides us
with the following:
-

Estimates that must lie in the range between zero and one.

-

An S-shaped description of the combined effect of several factors, which is 130
in our case that impact the outcome of a game.

As the response variable is categorical, the most appropriate statistical technique is
logistic regression as it’s best use is when dealing with dichotomous dependent
variables.[20]
It’s worth noting that model is being utilized on similar studies for the game using
different data attributes, after exploration of all models we can confirm other studies
selection of the model as well.
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4.10 Decision Trees
Decision Trees are applied for both regression and classification problems, hence our
case that is in classification of whether the game is won by the blue or the red team.
A classification tree provides a qualitative response as opposed to regression that
provides a quantitative response. In a classification tree we predict each observation is
belonging to the commonly occurring class of training data set, when it comes to
interpretation, we are interested in the class prediction at a certain node in a specific
region and the proportions that led for this classification at this node. The classification
error is used to determine the error rate and it refers to the fraction of training
observation in a region that did not belong to the most common class. Finally, the Gini
Index in classification trees is used to determine the node purity.
Decision trees are considered easy to interpret due to the fact that they very much
mirror the decision-making process in humans, they also can handle qualitative
predictors, unfortunately they do not offer the same accuracy offered by other models
due to the nature of how they deal with high numbers of varying attributes, to overcome
that, Random forests boosting is a good option to explore in order to improve the
decision tree model, that is by aggregating multiple trees using bagging or boosting in
order to improve the overall prediction accuracy.[21]

4.11 Fitting Models and Comparisons
Fitting all models was done only using the role-based attributes, because we’d like to
assess the prediction depending on the stats directly reflecting the player’s
performance, accordingly we’ve found that Logistic Regression yielded the highest
accuracy of 98.44%, followed by Boosting Random Forests and Decision Trees, the
confusion matrices in the following table summarize our findings:
Model
Decision Trees

Boosting Random
Forests

Logistic
Regression

C-Matrix
BlueWin RedWin ACTUAL RECALL Avg.Accuracy
BlueWin
739
76
815
90.67%
RedWin
92
845
937
90.18%
PREDICTED
831
921
1752
90.43%
PRECISION
88.93% 91.75%
90.34%
90.41%
90.42%
BlueWin
767
48
815
94.11%
RedWin
62
875
937
93.38%
PREDICTED
829
923
1752
93.75%
PRECISION
92.52% 94.80%
93.66%
93.72%
93.74%
BlueWin
800
15
815
98.16%
RedWin
12
925
937
98.72%
PREDICTED
812
940
1752
98.44%
PRECISION
98.52% 98.40%
98.46%
98.46%
98.44%

Table 3 - Models Performance Comparison
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4.12 Feature Importance
Below is a comparison of the top 10 predictors with positive influence on blue team
winning the game, we can see that in the blue team (t1) the top most are gold earned
features for each role, with highest being middle role then top, bottom, jungle and finally
support, it’s also interesting to see middle and top roles damage to champions along
with top and support assists in the list, which is properly reflecting the dynamics of the
each as per the game developer’s instructions.
Bias and predictors
t1MiddlegoldEarned
t1TopgoldEarned
t1BottomgoldEarned
t1JunglegoldEarned
t1SupportgoldEarned
t1MiddletotalDamageDealtToChampions
t1Topassists
t1Supportassists
t1TopdamageDealtToObjectives
t1BottomtotalMinionsKilled

BlueWin
2.52847
2.41257
2.31077
1.99277
1.2039
0.960639
0.645189
0.626716
0.558654
0.542358

Table 4 - Logistic Regression Features - High Divisions
In similar fashion to high divisions, we find gold earned features are having the highest
bias for a positive prediction of blue team win, for all roles except the support, this tells
us that support gold is not as significant as it is in higher divisions, it’s also interesting to
see support kills, support damage to champions in the top 10 list, which is surprising as
the support’s job is not getting kills and dealing damage to champions, this confirms our
findings of lack of understanding of game dynamics and how each role has to be played
in order to maximize winning potential.
Bias and predictors
t1TopgoldEarned
t1JunglegoldEarned
t1BottomgoldEarned
t1MiddlegoldEarned
t1Supportkills
t1SupporttotalDamageDealtToChampions
t1MiddletotalDamageDealtToChampions
t1BottomtotalDamageDealtToChampions
t1Topdeaths

BlueWin
2.80868
2.59287
2.52642
2.35961
0.55818
0.4844
0.410244
0.333417
0.300406

Table 5 - Logistic Regression Features - Low Divisions
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5 Chapter 5 - Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
The study shows through extensive comparisons between high and low division players
that while there’s similar patterns in some stats there’s still a noticeable difference in
numbers, the shorter average game time in high divisions reflects higher efficiency in
utilizing and working around game objectives like killing dragons, barons, rift heralds and
eventually destroying towers, inhibitors and winning a game. Vision wards utilization in
higher divisions is much higher for every role especially the support role, reflecting better
vision and control over the map and gives the ability to plan and execute strategies
correctly and make correct and timely decisions, which then translates to less deaths,
securing more objectives and eventually winning the game. Whether it’s a Baron, Dragons
or Towers, by numbers, securing the first one in the game greatly increases chances of
winning, especially in lower divisions. Kills, Assists to deaths ratio per role showed that
across all roles the win median is higher in high ranked divisions, which again puts
emphasis on efficiency considering the shorter game time average and higher kills, assists
and lesser deaths. Damage to champions and damage to objectives differences across low
and high divisions reveal lack of understanding of the roles from low ranked players, this
can be seen in the Jungle and bottom roles where damage to champions is much higher in
lower divisions, but damage to objectives is much lower, while in high divisions is reversed,
reflecting what is being prioritized in the two divisions. Even with higher damage output
across all roles in low divisions, the Kill, Assists to Death ratios are lower than what’s
observed in higher divisions, which takes us back to efficiency in value of getting kills, it
appears there’s higher focus on this stat in lower divisions than it is in higher divisions with
no tangible impact on the outcome of the game. In conclusion, the entirety of the analysis
reflects lack of role understanding by low division players across all roles, this has been a
consistent observation.
This work partially achieved its objectives, a lot of observations have been made and gave
insight into the differences between League of Legends high and low ranked players,
however as there are still additional stats that are yet to be explored like items bought, the
timestamps of when actions were taken in the game like kills, deaths, assists, baron kills,
tower kills, etc., it would be interesting to look into those stats as well and identify
discrepancies in similar fashion to what was done in this study.
The high percentage of prediction accuracy achieved using Logistic Regression model to do
classification of our data and get a result of either “RedWin” or “BlueWin” using individual
role-based attributes is a great result.
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5.2 Recommendations
The future proposed work is to implement a web-based application to have a centralized
location where players can check their stats and have their match history checked against
professional players with estimates of gaps and deficits, next an in-game client that hooks
on top of a live running game to obtain live stats and directly feed it into the logistic
regression model every 5 ~ 10 minute interval to get game prediction results, so that a
player would know with time what actions are making the win chances rise with numbers
that appear inside the game on the player’s screen.
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